
The Armor Deck® Elevated transit boarding platform system uses 
structural composite slabs in place of traditional materials like 
concrete. The system has been developed to provide a much longer 
life span than other materials. Where salt or chemicals are used 
for snow and ice melting, concrete platforms have shown signs of 
deterioration after a few years, required constant maintenance and 
replacement in 15 to 25 years. Armor Deck® panels are not porous 
like traditional materials so they are not affected by temperature, 
water, salt or other ice melting chemicals. These platforms have 
been installed since 1999, do not require regular maintenance and 
can last indefinitely.

The Armor Deck® panels are used in new platforms or to replace 
deteriorated concrete slabs using the existing steel or concrete 
support structure. The composite panels are a tenth of the weight 
of concrete. This makes the installation much quicker and does not 
require the use of large cranes. Armor Deck® platforms have often 
been installed under flagging without track outages. New platforms 
can be designed with reduced size and cost of structural members 
and foundations. Armor Deck® platforms have also been installed 
where the load rating of older substructures required a lighter 
platform deck. The structural composite panels meet typical fire 
regulations for transit boarding platforms and building materials.

The Armor Deck® panels are molded as a monolithic slab to precise 
tolerances so that they are simply bolted in place without any gaps 
or differences in elevation. The panels have a shiplap joint and 
drainage channel design so that no caulking or sealant is required. 
The Armor Deck® panels are engineered and tested to provide the 
same stiffness and vibration characteristics as concrete. 

See back for details.

PRODUCT FEATURES
• Much longer lifespan than traditional 

materials 
• Light weight
• Zero maintenance
• Ease of installation
• Impervious to salt, chemicals and 

freeze/thaw
• Factory installed rub rail, detectable 

tactile warning and non-slip panel 
surfaces

• Any panel size and shape to replace 
existing concrete slabs or build new 
platforms

• Curved panels to match track radius 
and sloped panels for drainage

• Bolt on railings, signs and other 
attachments 

• Composite platform components 
including knee walls, column covers 
and pedestals
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Contact Engineered Plastics for a quick quote or to obtain more 
information about our innovative solutions for infrastructure and 
mass transit applications.

Engineered Plastics Inc.

300 International Drive, Suite 100
Williamsville, NY  14221

T: 800.682.2525
armor-deck.com
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The slip and wear resistant surface of the platform can 
be tailored to your preferences. The detectable warning 
tactile system and rub rail if required on the edge of the 
platform is factory installed. The panels provide support 
for bolted on, through bolted or grouted in railings, 
fences and signs. We also manufacture composite 
components including knee walls, column covers and 
pedestals used on the platforms. These components can 
make the whole platform maintenance free, including 
the steel columns and light posts. Retractable edges can 
be incorporated into the panels to provide clearance on 
shared freight lines.

Armor Deck® panels can be engineered to meet specific 
design criteria for a particular project. Virtually any 
panel size and shape can be manufactured. The panels 
are sloped for drainage and curved to match the track 
radius. We routinely provide platform design assistance 
and drawings to take advantage of the material’s 
strengths and efficiencies. 


